
 

 
 

 
 

   
Malta Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Directorate (CIPD) & Computer Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT) Malta operates 

within the portfolio of the Ministry for Home Affairs, National Security and Law Enforcement (MHSE), according to the objectives defined 

by L.N. 434 of 2011 as well as the objectives of L.N. 216 of 2018.  These Orders are the transposition of Council Directive 2008/114/EC 

of 8th December 2008 and Council Directive 2016/1148 of 6th July 2016 (better known as the NIS Directive), respectively. 
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Ticket Number: EN250160 

 

This advisory is sent out in part that stakeholders hold preventative management and precautions of their 

network.   

 

Summary 

BazarLoader is a malware that installs a backdoor access on a Windows host. This backdoor can then be used by 

attackers to install further malware such as Ryuk, IcedID, TrickBot, Anchor, Conti and Cobalt Strike.  Apart from this, it 

can also scan the environment for further vulnerable Windows systems to be exploited and exfiltrate data. In February 

2021, this malware started to be distributed using call centres where victims follow the instructions of the attacker to 

download a malicious Microsoft Excel file. Due to the use of these call centres, this kind of process is being called 

BazarCall. BazarCall is made up of two components; a loader called Campo Loader, and a binary called BazarLoader 

which allows remote access to install further malware.  

 

Attack Pattern 

The first step in a successful attack is for the attackers to send a phishing email with trial subscription theme. This email 

will have a phone number for possible victims to call on for further assistance. If this number is called, the person on the 

other end directs the victim to a fake and malicious website. The attacker instructs the victim to download a malicious 

Microsoft Excel file from this website to unsubscribe from the service. Once the macros are enabled, the BazarLoader 

malware is installed on the victim’s system. This BazarLoader malware generates command and control traffic from the 

compromised Windows system. Post-compromise activity was discussed in the summary above. 

 

Mitigation Measures 

Measures to mitigate against this kind of attack should involve strong spam filters, updated Windows systems, and 

proper system administration. 

Additional Information: 

1) More Information on BazarCall. 

2) IOCs related to BazarCall  
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https://maltacip.gov.mt/en/Legislation/Pages/Legal_Notice_434_of_2011.aspx
https://maltacip.gov.mt/en/Legislation/Pages/Legal_Notice_216_of_2018.aspx
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/bazarcall-malware-uses-malicious-call-centers-to-infect-victims/
https://github.com/pan-unit42/iocs/tree/master/BazarCall

